
 

  

 

 

Project C5  

 

Conceptions of Global Inequality in World Society  

This project deals with the emergence of a global semantics of inequality within world society. Through three 

comparative case studies it traces how ideas about global social inequality that draw on various aspects of 

heterogeneity have developed in international organizations, both programmatically and on the policy level. 

In addition, the project is particularly interested in the question of whether it is specific global discourses, e.g. 

on issues of justice, the climate, environmental protection, security etc., that serve as the main vehicles for 

the emergence of such a global semantics of inequality. 

The main project goal is to describe shifts in semantics of inequality in world society and to map this shift in 

a detailed fashion in the context of the case studies. In particular, these case studies focus on reports, 

statistics, and policy statements of three international organizations (World Bank, UNDP, OECD). Changes 

in notions of inequality, which are reflected in semantics have effects on how ‘progress’ in development is 

quantified, and it has a tangible effect on the projects and measures of international organizations. These 

semantics emerge within a cycle of communication between national and international, public and private 

actors concerning problems in economic and social development. 

The text corpus to be analyzed includes development-related reports, statistics, and policy statements of 

international organizations. These are supplemented by reports, policy proposals, and working papers 

("nonpapers") written by administrative units within the organizations. Negotiation protocols will be 

analyzed in order to determine how specific ideas have gained entry to and shaped the semantics of 

inequality. In this process, the project will seek to identify more directly the different actors involved in the 

formation of particular notions of inequality, most particularly organizational staff, representatives of 

member states, representatives of other governmental and nongovernmental organizations, or experts from 

the academic community. These groups of actors do not only participate in the formation of certain ideas on 

inequality, but to some extent are also addressees of specific measures or proposals, e.g. member states 

which benefit from a programme and who then possibly also adopt these notions of inequality within their 

own programs and policy formulations. Such an approach is also able to account for the influence of NGOs 

on the forms of observation and the subsequent policy formulations by international organizations. 
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